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Prediction and prevention of hypertensive disorders
of pregnancy: a methodological mistake
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I was interested to read the paper by Ohkuchi
et al.1 published in Hypertens Res Jan 2017.
The most common classifications of hyper-
tensive disorders of pregnancy are chronic
hypertension, gestational hypertension, pre-
eclampsia (PE) and superimposed PE. The
most successful translational research model
for explaining the development of PE is the
angiogenic/angiostatic balance theory, which
involves soluble fms-like tyrosine kinase-1,
placental growth factor and soluble endoglin.
The aim of the authors was to predict early-
onset PE in the beginning of the third
trimester. In addition, the authors suggested
that an onset threshold or a serial approach
appeared to be clinically useful for predicting
the imminent onset of PE. The study sug-
gested that onset occurring o4 weeks after
blood sampling in the second or early-third
trimesters may be predictable because the
observed positive likelihood ratio was 410
and the positive predictive value was 420%.1

However, this result has nothing to do with
prediction. First, positive likelihood ratio and

positive predictive values are estimates that
are used to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of
a single test compared to a gold standard.
Moreover, for prediction studies, we need
data from two different cohorts or at least
from one cohort divided into two to first
develop a prediction model and subsequently
validate it. Misleading results are generally
the main outcome of research that fails to
validate its prediction models.2–6

Finally, in prediction studies, we must assess
the interactions between important variables.
Final results can be impacted markedly when
qualitative interactions are present.2–6 This
means that most of the time, without assessing
the interaction terms, prediction studies will
mainly produce misleading messages.
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